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Energetics of Self-Interstitial Clusters in Si
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The transient supersaturation in a system undergoing Ostwald ripening is related to the cluste
formation energyEfc as a function of cluster sizen. We use this relation to study the energetics
of self-interstitial clusters in Si. Measurements of transient enhanced diffusion of B in Si-implanted
Si are used to determineSstd, and inverse modeling is used to deriveEfcsnd. For clusters with
n . 15, Efc ø 0.8 eV, close to the fault energy ofh113j defects. For clusters withn , 10,
Efc is typically 0.5 eV higher, but stabler clusters exist atn ø 4 (Efc ø 1.0 eV) and n ø 8
(Efc ø 0.6 eV). [S0031-9007(99)09311-4]

PACS numbers: 61.72.Ji, 68.55.Ln
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Diffusion of dopant impurities in semiconductors is
strongly influenced by the thermal behavior of self
interstitial clusters, nucleated as a result of nonequilibriu
processing steps such as ion implantation. These clust
which have a high formation energy, anneal rapidly an
produce transient enhanced diffusion (TED), most notab
of dopants such as B, P, and In in Si, and host atoms
compound semiconductor superlattices.

Recently, considerable efforts have been devoted
understanding the annealing kinetics of rodlike “h113j”
interstitial clusters [1,2], which play an important role in
TED [2–6]. However, almost nothing is known abou
the smaller precursor clusters that nucleate and grow in
h113j defects, and which may also play a role in TED [3]
Theoretical study of such clusters is a major challeng
and only the very smallest clusters, the di-interstitia
[7] and the 4-cluster [8], and some aspects of larg
h113j defects [1,9] have been considered. Experimenta
even less is known, although the growth and decay
cluster-related deep-level states, consistent with Ostw
ripening (OR) of small interstitial clusters, has recentl
been reported [10].

In this Letter we use a novel experimental approac
to determine the formation energies,Efc, of these pre-
cursor clusters. The approach relies on two consecut
steps: accurate TED measurements using B-doped mar
layers, to determine the transient interstitial supersatu
tion Sstd during cluster ripening, and inverse modelin
of the ripening process, to extract fromSstd the funda-
mental physical information onEfc. For the largest clus-
ters the model prediction for the mean cluster size,n̄,
is tested experimentally using transmission electron m
croscopy (TEM).

We first discuss the experimental aspects. A2.5 mm
intrinsic Si layer containing thin, lightly B-doped marke
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layers at depths of 0.9 and1.3 mm is epitaxially grown
on a lightlyn-type doped substrate using an ASM Epsilo
One CVD reactor. After growth, the wafer is implante
with 40 keV 2 3 1013ycm2 28Si ions, cut into small
samples, cleaned, and annealed in dry N2 at 600, 700,
and 800±C for times in the range 1 s to 20 h. Rapi
thermal annealing (RTA) is used for anneal times up
5 h, and furnace annealing is used for the time ran
10–20 h. The absolute RTA temperature, calibrated
thermocouple, is confirmed to within 4±C by measuring
the regrowth rate of Ge-amorphized Si. Temperatu
overshoot at the start of RTA is less than 1.5±C.

After annealing, the B concentration profiles in the sam
ples are analyzed by secondary-ion mass spectrome
Typical results are shown in Fig. 1. Significant diffusiv
broadening occurs within the first seconds of annealing
600±C. The profile after 5 s shows exponential tails wit
a characteristic decay lengthl , 10 nm. Such tails play
a role in all the measured profiles, though less evident
longer anneal times. This exponential property is know
to arise from the interstitial kick-out mechanism of B dif
fusion [11,12]. About half of the B atoms move durin
the 5 s anneal, indicating an average kick-out frequen
of ,0.1ys —7 orders of magnitude faster than the equ
librium kick-out rate at 600±C [11]. The exponential tails
signify that the B atoms are kicked out, migrate, and retu
to a substitutional site, in a much shorter time span than
interval between kick-out events [12]. Under these con
tions the B diffusivity enhancement is directly proportion
to Sstd.

The evolutionSstd is extracted as follows. The as
grown profile is convolved with the B diffusion function
fsx, td described in Ref. [12], and fitted to the measure
diffused profile to extract the diffusive broadeningw p

2
R

D dt. The average diffusivityDB over the period
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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ti21 to ti is obtained from the relation2DBsti 2 ti21d 
w2

i 2 w2
i21, and finally Sstd is estimated fromS 

DByD
eq
B , where D

eq
B is the equilibrium diffusivity of B

taken from Fair [13].
The extracted values ofS are shown in Fig. 2. The data

show two phases of enhanced diffusion. An initial pha
of ultrafast TED is followed by a sharp drop inS and a
lower “plateau” with near-constantS up to timet, when
the transient diffusion rather abruptly ends. The ultrafa
phase persists for a much longer time than it takes
free interstitials,I, to diffuse through the measuremen
structure (,1 s at 600±C). As we shall see, the ultrafas
phase reflects ripening of very small interstitial clusters—
precursors in the nucleation ofh113j defects.

The plateau region closely matches previous obser
tions of TED driven byh113j defects [2,5,6]. The time
scalet, which represents the survival time of theh113j
defect band against loss ofI to the surface, is determined
by the areal density ofI present in theh113j defects, and
by the capacity of the crystal to transport them from th
defect band to the surface. Assuming the surface is a p
fect sink, as evidenced by previous studies [14], the fl
to the surface is given byDICp

I SyL where DI and Cp
I

are the diffusivity and equilibrium concentration ofI in Si
and L (ørp, the ion projected range) is the depth of th
defect band.

To estimateEfc as a function ofn we carry out
inverse modeling of theSstd data using an OR model for
interstitial clusters. The model accounts for the captu
and emission ofI to and from cluster sizes up to a
specified cutoff maximum (n  250 in this study) and

FIG. 1. B concentration profiles before and after annealing f
a range of times at 600±C.
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includes a loss term due to the flux to the surface.
is assumed that, once the clusters have nucleated,
number of freeI in the wafer is always much smalle
than the number of clusteredI, andSstd quickly reaches
a quasi steady state with respect to the cluster-s
distribution. In this case the actual number of freeI can
be eliminated from the analysis andS can be calculated
directly. Simulations with the Monte Carlo atomisti
simulator DADOS (diffusion of atomistic defects, objec
oriented simulator) [15] confirm the validity of this
picture, and show thatSstd is not significantly modified
when vacancy clusters are considered. Using the O
model the evolution of the cluster-size distributionNn and
the supersaturationS can be expressed as

dNn

dt
 Fn21Nn21 2 FnNn 2 RnNn 1 Rn11Nn11 ,

S 

P`
n2 bnRnNn

DICp
I s

P`
n2 4panNn 1 1yrpd

,

where

Fn  4panDICp
I S ,

Rn  s6D0nanyl3d exp2fEdisssndgykT

are forward and reverse reaction rates describing
capture and emission ofI from clusters of sizen.
The quantityEdisssnd is the cluster dissociation energy
Ediss  Q 2 Efc where Q is the activation energy of
the productDICp

I . Furthermore,D0n is the emission
prefactor andan is the capture radius forI at clusters of
size n. The quantityb is the number of freeI released
by the emission reaction;b  2 when n  2, otherwise
b  1. The term involvingrp accounts for the loss of

FIG. 2. Interstitial supersaturation,S, as a function of anneal-
ing temperature and time. Symbols with error bars repres
experimental values with2s uncertainties. Curves represen
fits using an Ostwald ripening model (see text).
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I to the Si surface. Assuming for present purposes th
the clusters are elongated planar defects [9], we mo
each dimer as an independent, uncorrelated, capture
of capture radiusl. This yields a cluster capture radius
of an ø nly2. More compact cluster geometries, whic
cannot be ruled out in the case of small clusters, wou
cause a sublinear dependence ofan on n in that size
range. We have checked the sensitivity to this assumpt
by simulating the ripening process with size dependenc
of an ~

p
n and an ~ n in the size rangen , 10. This

gives rise to a modest variation, less than a factor of 2,
the growth rate of the cluster-size distribution and a sm
change in the formation energies needed to fit our data

The OR solver is now embedded in a function min
mization routine to extract least-squares-fitted values
the productDICp

I and the variation ofEfc as a function
of n. Efcsnd is treated as a piecewise-linear function o
n, using a sufficient number of nodes to extract the si
nificant information from the data (x2 , 1). The initial
conditions for the simulation aren  2 and N2  Fy2
whereF is the implant dose. The initial cluster size i
based on atomistic simulations. The initial cluster dens
is chosen on the assumption thatI-V recombination has
already occurred and only the “11” interstitials added by
the implant contribute significantly to TED. It is unlikely
that all vacancies disappear before 1 s at 600±C; however,
atomistic simulations show that the presence of excess
cancies does not significantly influenceSstd during cluster
ripening.

To test the consistency of the extracted paramet
we fit the data for each temperature separately. T
resulting fits are shown in Fig. 2. Excellent agreeme
is obtained for all three temperatures, including the ste
drop inS in the 600±C curve at,103 s and the less steep
decrease in the 700±C curve. The extracted paramete
DICp

I is of interest as it has not previously been estimat
in this low temperature range. Our fitted values a
within 40% of an extrapolation from recent isotope sel
diffusion data at higher temperatures [16]. This qui
close agreement suggests that interstitial motion is
important contribution to self-diffusion, even at thes
low temperatures. We extract a value ofQ  4.52 6

0.05 eV.
Our extracted values ofEfc are plotted in Fig. 3(a).

The value for small clusters (n , 10) is typically about
0.5 eV higher than that for larger clusters, but show
strong minima at values ofn ø 4 and 8. Strong maxima
occur adjacent to the minimum atn ø 8. A near-constant
Efc is to be expected for rodlike defects, which hav
a constant edge energy per unit length, and the va
of Efc  0.8 eV (Ediss  3.7 eV) agrees with previous
measurements of the stability ofh113j defects [6]. The
behavior at smalln is remarkable and requires critica
consideration. It is tempting to dismiss it as an artifa
of inverse modeling, but we can show that it passes tw
critical existence tests. First, the same structure emer
4462
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from data at different temperatures, even though
shapes of theSstd curves are substantially different. Thi
clearly suggests that the extracted structure represents
physics. Second, we completely fail to fit the data wh
we apply the constraint thatEfc must vary monotonically
with n. This results in curves that vary smoothly in time
in contrast to the sharp drop seen after103 s at 600±C.
Some kind of rate-limiting step seems to be needed to
the data.

To show how this occurs we examine the cluster-s
evolution obtained using our fitted parameters. The tim
evolution of the clusteredI at 600±C, obtained from the
OR model, is shown in Fig. 3(b). During the first 100
the average cluster size is well below 10, corresponding
clusters with highEfc. During this period the large step
up in Efc betweenn ø 8 and 9 leads to recycling of free
I via reaction sequences likeI8 1 I ! I9, I9 ! I8 1 I.
The probability of passing the energy maximum atn ø 9

FIG. 3. (a) Formation energies of interstitial clusters, es
mated from the OR analysis. Symbols show the values
tracted from theSstd data at each temperature, and the lin
represents the average result. (b) Time evolution of the clus
size distribution at 600±C.
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and proceeding to higher cluster sizes decreases rap
with Sstd, as the capture rate for this cluster falls far belo
its emission rate. This “statistical barrier” provides a rate
limiting step, forcing the buildup of a narrow cluster-siz
distribution at aroundn ø 8 during the period102 103 s.
During the period103 104 s the size distribution goes
through a major transition as a fraction of “lucky” cluster
undergo double capture events and reach sizes$10. The
population of small clusters collapses and further ripenin
of size-8 clusters is extremely slow. Nearly half of th
clustered interstitials remain in clusters of size8. Larger
clusters continue to ripen, producing a broad distributio
in the rangen  10 200.

A similar evolution, not shown in the figure, occurs a
700±C. The barrier effect is slightly reduced becaus
the higher flux ofI at 700±C enables more clusters to
pass the energy maximum at short times. This leads
a smoother transition toh113j defects than at 600±C,
and a larger number of clusters reach the size ran
n . 10. The predicted average cluster size after 40
at 700±C is n̄  91. Corresponding TEM measurement
show h113j defects with an average projected length o
s4 6 2d nm, equivalent tōn ø 80 6 40. Measurements
at longer times show a rapid decrease in cluster dens
matching the drop inS at t , 104 s shown in Fig. 2. At
800±C the cluster-size evolution is very fast and there
no significant barrier to the formation ofh113j defects.

The occurrence of oscillations inEsnd is not necessarily
confined to the rangen , 10. In the h113j-controlled
regime, Sstd is largely determined by the defects with
the highestEfc, and our analysis does not rule out th
existence of a subset of stablerh113j defects. In fact,
our analysis forn , 10 only encourages speculation tha
such defects may exist. An obvious candidate would
a h113j defect with a complete row of atoms at each en
However, our analysis does show thatEfc, averaged over
a sufficient number of adjacent values ofn, is almost
constant over a wide range ofn . 15.

We have seen how measurements ofSstd during
Ostwald ripening can provide tight constraints on th
structure of the formation-energy curveEfcsnd. This may
turn out to be a useful research tool in a variety o
fields. In our present study of self-interstitial cluster
in Si, we observe dramatic fluctuations inEfcsnd for the
first few values ofn. Oscillations inEfc are well known
in the fields of molecular, atomic, and nuclear physic
but have never before been detected in experiments
defect clusters in solids. Our results show minima inEfc
at n ø 4 and 8, reminiscent of Arai’s proposal that the
basic building block of rodlike defects is a stable size
4 interstitial cluster [8]. Key features of our results ar
an apparently superstable cluster of sizens ø 8, with
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much less stable adjacent clusters atn  ns 2 1 andn 
ns 1 1, and a transition atn . 10 to a broad range of
defects with the characteristic energy and microstructu
of h113j defects. In conclusion, an analysis ofSstd
during Ostwald ripening has provided novel insights in
clustering phenomena at the borders between the ato
scale and the length scale accessible to TEM imaging.
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